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ARTICLE

Thread – My 
Professional`s 
Life Bread                                
My name is Jozef Dominik, born 1942 in Slovakia and 

I knock boldly at the door because I bring good news:

 “Even at any age, it is possible to work and 
live meaningfully”.

Y
I am happy to announce that I have been working in the 

helped me a lot in my current professional activity when 

allowed me to formulate the fundamental bolting theorem:

 

son Jozef the company FERODOM Ltd. that was established 

it also has its own construction department. The company 

winning the Innovative product of the year award (see photo) 

and a year later Top product of the year from the agency 

activities. Space for this publishing activity was given to 

to be a link between both continents.

 I summarized my many years of publishing activity in the 

I also wrote in DE language the book Technologie der 

Gewindeverbindungen (translated into Hungarian too) and 

dictionary. 

time for my beloved poetry. It is a wonderful hobby that 

The screw 
threaded 
connection 
is not 
soulless 
monster, 
but a living 
organism 
with its 
own life. 
Only those 
who know 
and respect 
this life can 
count on a  
reward in 
the form of 
reliability 
and safety!
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an this activity can even be combined with a profession.  

What to say in conclusion? 
 My German friend Alfred began his lecture tour in Japan 

with the following aphorism: 

“Not to be stupid, but stupid to stay is the 
greatest shame”.

this is the big argument for the need for education at the 

same time. I try to pass on my long experiences especially 

sad statement. Let me conclude by recalling the words of 

one of the wisest - Leonardo da Vinci:

“Practice without theory is like boarding a 
ship without a rudder and a compass, so one 
never knows where one will sail”

 Anyone who knows my work will surely understand that 

Ode on the Threaded Screws

As it in calendar stands,

already many years

in the sky shines

the sky like no others.

Watch day to days,

the supernova up there“.

Saturn, Andromeda,Pluto?

„I’m sorry, but I can’t hold out,

that other resides in Milky Way“.

Even the proud Venus doesn’t know

what Jupiter suspects already.

Other look better now,

another has beauty queen credit.

what threaded SCREWS have the name.
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